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Clouds + Games: A Multifaceted Approach

The computer games landscape is changing: people play games on multiple computing devices with heterogeneous form-factors, capability, and connectivity. Providing high playability on such devices concurrently is difficult. To enhance the gaming experience, designers could leverage abundant and elastic cloud resources, but current cloud platforms aren’t optimized for highly interactive games. Existing studies focus on streaming-based cloud gaming, which is a special case for the more general cloud game architecture. The authors explain how to integrate techniques from the cloud and game research communities into a complete architecture for enhanced online gaming quality.

Computer games are tremendously popular, with global revenue exceeding that of the music and publishing industries. We can classify state-of-the-art games in terms of their resource requirements and system layouts: offline/online, number of players, and architectures (see Figure 1). In particular, computer games impose tight requirements on game precision, responsiveness, and fairness, putting pressure on the game system architecture to achieve good playability. Games utilize one of three mainstream architectures: client-server, in which a centralized server manages the game world; peer-to-peer (P2P), in which peers share the management load; and hybrid, in which a centralized server handles sensitive and compute-intensive tasks, while others, such as local screen updates and optimization techniques, are distributed to peers. Clear tradeoffs exist among these three architectures. Client-server architectures suffer from low scalability, inferior fault tolerance, and high cost, whereas P2P architectures suffer from imperfect consistency control, higher cheating potential, and greater implementation complexity. Hybrid architectures partially cope with weaknesses from each approach, but don’t entirely solve these drawbacks.

To meet players’ increasing expectations for more immersive experiences, we envision a new cloud-based computer game architecture that leverages abundant and inexpensive cloud resources to ensure improved rendering techniques, shorter response times, better precision, and higher fairness. We refer to this new architecture as cloud gaming, which enables workload distribution among multiple cloud servers and game clients. Our definition is more general than the popular
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definition in the literature\(^3\) and in the gaming industry (www.sys-con.com/node/2737108), which refers only to streaming-based cloud gaming that moves the whole game engine from a client to a cloud server. A recent study shares the same cloud gaming definition with us, although the authors concentrate on massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs).\(^4\)

By adopting this more general definition, the online game industry could open up a new development realm. First, clouds are scalable in terms of resources, which frees game developers from working under strict resource constraints. Second, clouds are less expensive and offer a more flexible system base for startup companies given the staggering price of purchasing and operating game servers. According to one survey, a company must spend US$0.8 million on servers to support 30,000 concurrent players.\(^2\) Third, clouds are elastic, which is important because games have a very volatile customer base that both varies significantly based on the day/week and can grow rapidly, with some games becoming popular overnight. These unique features make a cloud-based computer game architecture attractive for the game industry.

The landscape for games is also changing in terms of client platforms and networking technologies, especially in mobile settings. Games are no longer confined to powerful machines with high-end wired networking; instead, they’re being played on various mobile devices over wireless links. To deal with client diversity, streaming-based cloud game services that assume thin clients have emerged. However, many PC and console games haven’t yet migrated to the cloud. The main concern has been latency, because clouds are often remote from players.

Here, we bring the language used in games and that used in clouds into one space to explore how online gaming can be a cloud service while maintaining game quality and playability. We point out several challenges to achieving high-quality games in today’s clouds.

**Games and Playability**

Online games are fairly complex, and it’s difficult to get a good sense of game performance when factors such as network latency and device heterogeneity come into play. To develop successful cloud-based games, developers must be better versed in networking concepts and the interplay between network deficiencies and game experience from a user perspective.

Network quality-of-service (QoS) parameters such as delay, jitter, and packet loss are known to influence the user experience or game playability.\(^5\) Quality-of-experience (QoE) metrics constitute a measure of game playability, and their mapping onto network QoS parameters is an ongoing challenge for both online game development and distributed resource provisioning for game deployment. We’ve developed a novel representation that captures the interplay between

---

**Figure 1. Computer game classification.** Various aspects contribute to game classification. The need for game precision, responsiveness, and fairness puts pressure on online games in particular to achieve good playability.
online games’ QoS and QoE. Figure 2 shows the network QoS metrics (right) and game QoE metrics (left). **Responsiveness** refers to the time the system takes to respond to a user action.\(^6\) It represents how players perceive the game. We can compute **fairness** as a measure of inconsistency across the game states of different players who are playing in the same game session.\(^6,7\) **Precision** measures the difference between the client and server game states.\(^5\) Games with precise player actions require that this difference be very low for a good player experience.

Responsiveness, fairness, and precision all contribute to a user’s perception of a game’s QoE. In some games, precision issues can affect user scores by diminishing the number of hits, while low responsiveness can lead to aggravation due to the lag between user actions and when they are displayed on the screen. To deal with some of these issues, game developers have designed optimization techniques that attempt to mitigate the impact of system and network latency on the game experience. To help developers reason about their techniques’ effects, we present a game model that captures the main features of an online game and shows the workflow of both client and server game components.

**Game Model**

We can view a game as one or multiple virtual worlds in which each world is modeled separately. A virtual world is further divided into game zones, which include players and objectives. Examples of objectives can be to shoot an opponent player or pick up a distant health pack. To optimize the user experience, game developers must maximize the number of game actions executed in a given time period. Due to client-side optimization, not every client request needs to go to the server for a response. Thus, the average response time is a valid measure of a game’s responsiveness. We can model fairness as the difference between zone states across all clients for a given zone at a given time instance. We derive this from the periodic logs of the zone info. The difference between the client zone state and the server global zone state gives us the measure of precision in the game. More details on the three QoE metrics are available in our prior work.\(^7\)

Figure 3 illustrates online computer games’ generic workflow. In each virtual world, a client first checks whether it exists in the zone or has already died. Next, it checks the possibility of predicting the other players’ positions to reduce network traffic and improve responsiveness. This flow is part of the client-side optimization techniques that are popular in game development to counter network idiosyncrasies. The player then proceeds with an objective that is enabled given the current location and zone view. The client executes the chosen objective...
either locally or remotely based on the type of action required to achieve the objective and on its update frequency with the server.

On the server side of a virtual world, the server receives requests from multiple clients to perform actions. The requests are added to a list of pending requests maintained per server execution window. At the end of each execution window, the server executes requests in the list based on its optimization algorithm, then updates global zone information and sends changes to the clients. These game functions can be offloaded to cloud servers at diverse locations, and many offloading strategies are possible. Choosing the strategy that best trades off network latency, computation power, and network bandwidth is critical to game QoE, which we discuss in detail later.

This game model is a fairly simplified one. Modern games, especially MMOGs, are extremely complex. It isn’t directly obvious how we can map the different game functions onto cloud resources while guaranteeing an online game’s QoE. Distributing the workflow components among servers in multiple clouds without suffering from high and unpredictable latencies is challenging due to current cloud platforms’ limitations, which we look at next.

### Expanding the Current Cloud

The traditional view of cloud platforms focuses primarily on how cloud providers supply resources and services on demand from large resource pools installed in data centers. Such platforms aim to realize economies of scale and increased utilization by sharing resources or services as available through technologies such as virtualization and multitenancy. Examples include Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Google Compute Engine, Windows Azure Cloud Services, and Rackspace. In a multiuser game context, this translates to techniques for offloading compute- and data-intensive tasks from end-clients (who have limited game context and resources) to cloud servers that can gather, assimilate, and process such context. Although public clouds provide resources at scale, a limited number of public cloud data centers are close to users, resulting in large communication latencies in the network infrastructure.

The idea of remotely executing resource-intensive tasks to alleviate resource constraints isn’t new. Recent research has focused in particular on mobile cloud applications. Such approaches constantly monitor resource consumption and availability (CPU, network, and so on) to further optimize resource usage. Recent efforts, such as Cloudlets and Mapcloud, have demonstrated the role that local resources close to the user play in ensuring improved application latencies. What’s missing in these efforts is an explicit consideration of the QoE that’s required to efficiently distribute game workflow components among multiple clouds. In addition, user population fluctuations, if not addressed properly, can result in suboptimal resource mapping choices and ultimately in diminished game QoE.

A new view of the cloud infrastructure is necessary to address the next generation of rich applications such as networked games—a view that supports convergence of the service, compute, communication, and storage infrastructures. This view aims to support a more end-to-end perspective on the information flow from cloud servers (where information is stored and processed) to clients, which use this information for a broad range of applications. In such a view, the networks and their associated servers are key components of the cloud infrastructure. The main idea is to overcome client device and network resource limitations by leveraging available resources in distributed cloud environments. The changing context must also be communicated to users (game clients) accurately and in a timely fashion.

We can thus view the cloud infrastructure as overlay networks that connect end-user devices and multiple data centers. For example, network-as-a-service (NaaS) frameworks...
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integrate current cloud computing offerings with direct access to the network infrastructure. The idea is to enable tenants or users to easily deploy custom protocols for

- routing,
- multicasting,
- in-transit content editing,
- in-network data aggregation, and
- smart caching.

We must address many open issues to realize this new view of cloud platforms.

Research Challenges

A comprehensive view of the cloud enables group-based collaboration applications, such as cloud games.

Figure 4 illustrates a first-person shooter game (First-Encounter Assault Recon, or FEAR) executing on a streaming-based cloud platform similar to OnLive, where the server runs on an Intel i7 cloud server and the client runs on an Intel i5 laptop. The figure shows that cloud gaming, even in its simplest form, achieves higher frame rates and enables appealing visual effects.

However, we must address multiple research challenges to realize these benefits in a more general and broader setting — for example, over mobile wireless platforms. Techniques are needed to efficiently allocate shared cloud resources across multiple cloud gaming users with common states to achieve high QoE for users and high system utilization for the cloud. Let’s examine some of these key problems and shed some light on potential approaches to solving them.

Modeling Games as a Service in the Cloud

Real-time interactive applications such as cloud games are vulnerable to erroneous game states that are due to network or hardware delay and unreliability. Exposing more lower-level system information to cloud games lets developers address quality/cost tradeoffs and prioritize content in games. A couple of questions naturally arise: What is the degree of system/infrastructure awareness required to adequately execute latency-sensitive online games in an outsourced setting? To what extent must online games be aware of the underlying latencies in the network/devices? To answer these questions, we must determine the factors that will influence game behavior and outcome.

To study game behavior, a game designer could vary several parameters at multiple levels:

- Client — number of players, link bandwidth, and execution latency.
- Server — CPU consumption for game logic, server architecture, and access bandwidth.
- Network — topology, access networks, and protocols.
- Game — game actions/objectives and virtual worlds.

On the other hand, multiple performance metrics can capture cloud games’ efficacy. Capacity and scalability metrics on the server and network side can help a game designer properly size required resources for game deployment. Game playability metrics determine whether the game will be attractive to users. The designer can then associate the metrics with suitable system parameter values for an online game; cost and deployment constraints dictate how to vary these parameters at different levels to achieve the desired playability metric values. A virtual world, for example, can be modified with fewer bots and reduced details if responsiveness isn’t at the expected level.

Unfortunately, the interplay between the allocated resources (CPU and bandwidth utilization,
for example) and their impact on QoE metrics isn’t well understood. Given the many alternatives to achieving certain playability targets, the challenge game designers face is choosing the one that best suits the game’s purpose and the desired player experience — bearing in mind cost, scalability, and resource constraints. Hence, knowledge of relevant metrics at different levels is required to design optimized state-prediction and resource-allocation strategies.

**Provisioning in a Multicloud**

In the current cloud market, infrastructure providers have service-level agreements (SLAs) with consumers dictating the resource levels and QoS bounds (in terms of speed, size, bandwidth, and delay); the typical assumption is that devices are interconnected using wired Internet. A primary bottleneck in ensuring QoS with newer platforms and networks (for example, mobile devices connected by last-hop access networks such as 3G and Wi-Fi) is network connectivity’s unpredictability. Fundamentally, these networks exhibit varying characteristics. For example, 3G networks offer wide-area ubiquitous connectivity; however, 3G connections can suffer from long delays and slow data transfers, resulting in increased power consumption and cost at the user side. In contrast, Wi-Fi deployments connected to or collocated with Wi-Fi access points — such as 802.11 hotspots — exhibit low communication latencies or delays, and can be used to form a nearby local cloud.13 Using local-only solutions with Wi-Fi networks, however, creates scalability issues; as the number of users increases, the latency and packet losses increase, causing a decrease in cloud game performance.

One approach would be to synergistically combine local and public cloud capabilities in a two-tier architecture (see Figure 5) to increase cloud games’ performance and scalability. In prior work, we successfully implemented such an architecture for mobile applications, called MAPCloud.10,14 Tier 1 servers in the system architecture represent public cloud services, which are highly scalable and available, but they lack the ability to provide the fine-grained task placement required for low-latency applications such as cloud games. This capability comes from the second-tier local cloud, which consists of servers that are closer (in terms of network distance) to users. For example, each mobile device might be served by a local cloud in close proximity to the connected access point. The main challenge is to intelligently select local and public cloud resources for individual devices to achieve high game playability.

Optimizing resource allocation in the tiered cloud architecture isn’t easy. In our past work on mobile cloud computing, we developed a novel framework to model mobile applications as spatiotemporal workflows. Extending our previous work for cloud games is challenging. In general, optimal mapping of workflow tasks to distributed cloud resources is an NP-hard problem. Intuitively, to support latency-sensitive applications, time-sensitive tasks within the workflow must execute closer to where they are needed (for instance, at the client or a local cloud). The challenge is to design efficient algorithms that perform and scale well to a large number of users, while ensuring high game playability.

**QoE-Aware Network Adaptation**

Large-scale games and rich immersive virtual worlds, such as Second Life, are sensitive to network conditions. Fluctuations at the application level (game demands) and the network level
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(available bandwidth in the Internet) result in timing violations. This is especially true when resources are limited. We next discuss potential network adaptation techniques that cloud-game architectures can leverage to cope effectively with limited network bandwidth and wide-area network (WAN) latencies.

At the transport layer, designers can utilize adaptive priority mechanisms to ensure both timeliness and fairness. For example, Paceline is a WAN transport service supporting interactive high-bandwidth multimedia applications.15 It reduces the latency of high-bandwidth streams in harsh network conditions compared to TCP, and through adaptation keeps the median latency close to the one-way delay for important data. A cloud gaming prototype adopted Paceline to efficiently scale the communications in an epic-scale game scenario,16 which uses distance as a prioritization criteria.

Adaptive routing of game traffic is also possible at higher network layers. IRS is a detour overlay routing system defined for networked games17 and motivated by the observation that Internet routing isn’t optimized for end-to-end latency. The strategy here is to send game state updates via chosen relay game clients. Experiments with real game traces show promising latency reduction: for example, more than 60 percent of connections enjoy 100+ ms round-trip time reduction. Exploiting resources in public and local clouds can lead to further latency reductions within the cloud gaming architecture. The challenge here is to design suitable algorithms to efficiently locate the best relay servers and clients to maximize game playability.

Cloud computing platforms promise to enhance the gaming experience, but not before we address several research challenges. What’s increasingly evident is that the next generation of games and game platforms must execute in dynamic settings; game designers must consider this from the early stages of the design process. The availability of large pools of cloud resources (at a distance) and the simultaneous scarcity of resources (in the local device) are likely to change the landscape of games in the years to come.
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